
1.1Resilience 

Resilience is a key property of sustainability. Resilience can be defined  (Walker 
and Salt 2006; Adger 2000) as the capacity of a system to absorb external shocks 
to their social infrastructure -such as environmental variability or social, economic 
and politic upheaval- and re-organize while undergoing change so as to still retain 
essentially the same function, structure, identity and feedback. The loss of 
resilience leads to a reduced capacity to lead with change. Learning how to deal 
with uncertainty and adapt to changing conditions is becoming essential in a 
world where humanity plays a major role in shaping biospheric processes (Olsson 
et al. 2004; Folke et al. 2002). A resilient community is able to respond to changes 
or stress in a positive way, and is able to maintain its core functions as a 
community despite those stresses. A particular change may have vastly different 
consequences in different communities, and different communities will 
demonstrate different degrees of resilience to the change (Kelly 2004). 

Societies of mass uniformity are highly vulnerable (Greaves and Lishman 1980). 
Faced with changes in the factors upon which they are based, they must either 
adapt themselves as a whole or be faced with tensions which they may not 
survive. Our society is close to such a crisis. A community-based economy 
provides with resilience to face the impacts that are certainly arriving (ibid.). 

For Smith and Kristiansen (2009), local participation is a must to generate social 
resilience. Olsson et al. (2004) think that community approaches are the most 
feasible to build resilience. Berkes et al. (2004) describe the critical factors for 
dealing with nature’s dynamic in social-ecological systems, and state that building 
resilience involves enhancing the capacity for self-organization. Resilient 
communities are capable of bouncing back from adverse situations. They can do 
this by actively influencing and preparing for economic, social and environmental 
change. When times are bad they can call upon the myriad of resources that 
make them a healthy community (LFS n.d.).

The resilience approach has been used for different purposes comprising 
economic, social and environmental aspects, such as to understand how 
communities can co-exist with natural hazards such as volcanoes and bushfires 
(Paton and Johnston 2006), to explore the social dimensions of climate change 
in the Great Barrier Reef (Fenton et al. 2007) and to understand issues around 
resource dependency (Marshall et al. 2007). Resilience is not only to face 
sudden impacts, as storms, floods or most extreme weather events. 



The current economic recession is showing the high vulnerability of our 
society to unemployment, homes lost and debt increases, plus the massive 
arrival of immigrants from regions that are in worse conditions, that civilized 
societies have not always been able to integrate.

Enhancing local resilience requires an optimal balance of three community-
based frameworks typically viewed as independent and separate domains: 
community development, resource management, and resource 
management (Figure ). Community development provides the enabling 
governance, socioeconomic, and cultural conditions for resilience (IMM n.d.; 
CCE 2000).

Figure - Resilience building factors. 

Table  gathers a number of good practices on resilience-building for a series 
of combined core capacities and resilience elements. Each benchmark can 
also be understood as a desirable condition to assess and compare with the 
current situation.

A key feature included in these benchmarks is the reduction of the 
exposure to impacts, which is also fundamental to reduce their 
consequences. That is what occurs in communities, locations or regions with 

- a diversified economy that includes sectors with low exposure to 
insecurities and businesses that use energy and water rationally, that 
generates the energy it needs and that stocks water from rain and 
other sources that are wasted today;

- an engaged society that fosters education and capacity-building of its 
members , self-confident and committed to local prosperity; and 

- a communities network that is able to help those people that are 
affected by diverse impacts, and to reintegrate them into local life. 



A town, region or country like this will be able to recover more easily, and 
even reinforced, from economic, social or environmental crisis.Table - 
Benchmarks for Each Resilience Element by Core Capacities 
(Source: USAID 2007)




